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Referral Scheme Terms and Conditions
1. The iHASCO referral scheme is open to existing, previous and non-iHASCO clients,

but not Citation Group employees.
2. Referrals will only be eligible if the referred company is not already in conversation

with iHASCO via any other channel within the last 12 months.
3. To make a valid referral, the referral form must be completed on the website.
4. Referrals will be deemed as ineligible if an existing client refers someone from their

own company or a franchisee.
5. iHASCO may check the referral with the referring client to make sure it is a genuine

referral.
6. There is no limit to the number of businesses a referrer can refer in our referral

scheme.
7. The referrer may be named in communication between iHASCO and the referred

business.
8. For a referral to be eligible, the referent must spend a minimum of £500+VAT on their

first order.
9. If you work for multiple businesses, you cannot refer yourself from one business

domain to another.
10. The £100 Amazon voucher will only be issued to existing, previous and non-iHASCO

clients once the new, referred client has become an iHASCO client and pays their
first invoice, in accordance with our terms and conditions.

11. iHASCO will review the referral once the first invoice has been paid and the voucher
will be sent within 30 days of the review taking place if it is deemed legitimate.

12. The voucher has a limited usage time of which you will be informed upon receiving
your code.

13. In the event of any disputes regarding any referred company/organisation, the
decision of iHASCO is final.

14. In the event of a referrer not receiving their voucher, a claim must be raised for
consideration to support@ihasco.co.uk within 90 days of the referral form
submission. Any claims made after 90 days will not be eligible.

15. If you require any further information in regards to the iHASCO referral scheme,
please email support@ihasco.co.uk

16. Referral leads must close within 12 months of the submission date. Referrals which
do not become clients within this date will not be eligible.

17. Any personal details are processed in accordance with the iHASCO privacy policy.
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https://www.ihasco.co.uk/refer-and-earn
https://www.ihasco.co.uk/assets/terms-and-policies/iHASCO_Privacy_Policy.pdf
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18. Any rewards from this scheme should be declared in your annual tax return or
declared as a benefit in kind. Please speak to your accountant if you are unsure.
iHASCO is in no way responsible for any tax implications.

19. All vouchers will be sent electronically to the email address you submit on the referral
form.

20. We reserve the right to vary these terms & conditions & to terminate the scheme
immediately and without prior notice.
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